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Water-soluble $\pi$-conjugated polymers are increasingly considered for DNA biosensing. However, the conformational rearrangement, supramolecular organization and dynamics upon interaction with DNA have been overlooked, which prevents the rational design of such detection tools. To elucidate the binding of a cationic polythiophene (CPT) to DNA with atomistic resolution, we performed molecular simulations of their supramolecular assembly. Comparison of replicated simulations show a multiplicity of CPT binding geometries that contribute to the wrapping of CPT around DNA. The different binding geometries are stabilized by both electrostatic interactions between CPT lateral cations and DNA phosphodiester groups and van der Waals interactions between the CPT backbone and the DNA grooves. Simulated circular dichroism (CD) spectra show that the induced CD signal stems from a conserved geometrical feature across the replicated simulations, i.e. the presence of segments of sym configurations between thiophene units along the CPT chain. At the macromolecular scale, we inspected the different shapes related to the CPT binding modes around the DNA through symmetry metrics. Altogether, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, model Hamiltonian calculations of the CD spectra, and symmetry indices provide insights into the origin of induced chirality from the atomic to the macromolecular scale. Our multidisciplinary approach points out the hierarchical aspect of CPT chiral organization induced by DNA.

1. Introduction

Molecular recognition of DNA by molecules is fundamental in regards to the crucial role of DNA in medical diagnosis, food safety, gene expression profiling, drug screening, among many other biochemical or medical studies.[1–3] Diverse strategies for designing DNA biosensors have been proposed during the last decades, using for instance electrochemical or fluorescence signals, the latter requiring most often to covalently label the DNA with a fluorophore (dye).[4] Covalently-bound labeling dyes that transduce a recognition event into an optically-detected signal involve chemical modifications of DNA, which often affect the chemical specificity of the targeted DNA. For instance, the specific recognition between antigen and DNA is perturbed when the oligonucleotide is tagged with a large fluorophore.[5] Supramolecular approaches for detection of DNA are thus appealing to maintain the chemical integrity and specificity of the biomolecular target.[6,7] The chemical nature of DNA offers a multitude of potential intermolecular interactions for the design of biosensors, i.e., from non-directional but strong electrostatic interactions to weak but directional hydrogen bonds, dipole-dipole or $\pi$-stacking interactions.[8,9] The polyanionic nature of DNA is often considered to yield strong electrostatic interactions between a given cationic molecule and the negatively-charged phosphodiester backbone, leading to the formation of stable supramolecular complexes.[10–12] In a previous study, we used a cationic $\pi$-conjugated polymer, i.e., poly[3-(6'-(trimethylphosphonium)hexyl)thiophene-2,5-diyl] (P3HT–PMe$_3$), to interact with the anionic phosphodiester backbone along DNA. We showed that the achiral P3HT–PMe$_3$ polymer presents an induced CD (ICD) signal upon interaction with DNA, this signal being sensitive to the DNA sequence. Nucleotides can thus be optically detected without covalent modification of the DNA, through the formation of polyplexes with P3HT–PMe$_3$.[13] Such polyplexes were used to monitor in real-time the cleavage of DNA by Hpal (Haemophilus parainfluenzae), an endonuclease enzyme, via chiroptical signals.[14]

Thanks to the tremendous progress of computer performance, the accessible size and timescale for performing more ‘realistic’ simulations of biomolecular systems have increased.[15] In our abovementioned study,[14] experimental ICD results were complemented by MD simulations to bring atomistic insights into the organization and the dynamics of P3HT–PMe$_3$ before and after the cleavage of DNA. Simulations of drug-DNA complexes are now becoming routine to propose atomistic...
models of DNA-ligand binding and a deeper understanding of the identification, dynamics, and the multiplicity of DNA binding sites.\textsuperscript{16} Multiple binding modes were observed for small DNA ligands and for larger polycationic DNA binders.\textsuperscript{17} It is therefore worth investigating the possible binding modes of P3HT–PMe\textsubscript{3} to DNA and its impact on ICD signals, to understand the origin of the chirality induction in P3HT–PMe\textsubscript{3}/DNA complexes. We have carried out replicated MD simulations of the supramolecular assembly between P3HT–PMe\textsubscript{3} and a DNA fragment on a long MD timescale (up to 10 microseconds). In our simulations, we have considered a P3HT–PMe\textsubscript{3} polymer composed of 47 monomer units, which correspond to the average degree of polymerization of the polymer from \( \frac{<M_n>}{M_r} \) \textsuperscript{13}. The selected DNA (referred to as dsR\textsubscript{43}) is composed of 43 base pairs, as reported in Ref.\textsuperscript{14}. We first compare the stability and the dynamics of the various P3HT–PMe\textsubscript{3} binding modes around dsR\textsubscript{43}. Based on the MD snapshots, we then simulate the CD spectra of the conjugated polymer by solving a model Hamiltonian including through-space and through-bond interactions between successive monomer units. Our findings highlight the relationship between the local conformational effects of the polymer and the magnitude and sign of the CD response.

Following conformational changes during dynamical processes requires the use of good molecular descriptors. These are expected to be normalized global functions of the coordinates that allow for comparison of different structures on the same scale, while capturing both major and minor geometrical changes during the process. One such set of molecular descriptors are the continuous symmetry measures (CSMs)\textsuperscript{18–20} and their related continuous chirality measure (CCM).\textsuperscript{21} These measures determine the distance of a given molecular structure from its nearest symmetric (or achiral) structure, on a continuous, normalized scale. They can also be used as measures of shape\textsuperscript{22,23} and as measures of linearity or planarity even in the lack of perfect symmetry. Since their original developments, these metrics have been proven useful for various studies of reactive\textsuperscript{24} and catalytic processes,\textsuperscript{25,26} as well as physical and chemical processes.\textsuperscript{27–32} Here, we used the CSM to study the various global shapes of the P3HT–PMe\textsubscript{3} conformations in order to underline how local organizational effects influence the macromolecular shapes of CPT around DNA.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Structural Aspects of DNA/Polymer Assemblies

In a previous study, we proposed a stable binding mode of P3HT–PMe\textsubscript{3} around a double-stranded DNA, with preferential adsorption of the thiophene units along the DNA minor-groove, and with the lateral phosphonium groups complexed by the DNA phosphodiester groups.\textsuperscript{24} To uncover other stable binding modes, we performed four new MD replicas (named R1 to R4), from 2 \( \mu \)s to 10 \( \mu \)s, see the Methods Section. We follow the time-evolution of the distance between the centers of mass (COM) of both partners (Figure 1), as an average indicator of DNA/polymer proximity within the complexes.

While important oscillations over a range of \( \sim 5 \) Å were observed during the first \( \mu \)s of the MD simulations (especially for the R1 and R2 cases), a plateau is reached for each replica after \( \sim 1 \) \( \mu \)s. The dsR\textsubscript{43}/P3HT–PMe\textsubscript{3} distances are confined within a range of few Å along the second part of the MD production phase. Although the complex is dynamic, as observed by the oscillations of the DNA-polymer COM distances versus the MD time (Figure 1), a statistical analysis of distance profiles show that these oscillations are confined within a range of few Å, especially in the second part of the MD simulations (see distributions and box plots in Supplementary S2). No dissociation between dsR\textsubscript{43} and P3HT–PMe\textsubscript{3} is observed, irrespective of the profile. The dsR\textsubscript{43}/P3HT–PMe\textsubscript{3} complexes, once formed, are thus stable on the \( \mu \)s timescale thanks to the strong electrostatic interactions. Hence, the weights of electrostatic and van der Waals interactions to the total non-bonding interactions (around 90% and 10%, respectively, see Supplementary S3) show that the dsR\textsubscript{43}/P3HT–PMe\textsubscript{3} assembly is mainly electrostatically-driven. We also report values of this ratio for the final MD snapshots in the same figure, showing that the latter are statistically representative in terms of the balance of interactions at play. However, a visual inspection of the final MD snapshots for the four runs (Figure 2) show that the geometry of P3HT–PMe\textsubscript{3} around dsR\textsubscript{43} is quite different. P3HT–PMe\textsubscript{3} conformations depict different levels of coiling, where conformations of R2 and R4 conformations are more extended than those of R1 and R3 runs.

Note that the P3HT–PMe\textsubscript{3} end-to-end distance (Figure 3) varies from around 60 to 70 Å for replicas R1 and R3 (highly coiled polymers) to \( \sim 100 \) Å for replicas R2 and R4 (extended polymers), far from the end-to-end distances of the P3HT–PMe\textsubscript{3} without DNA, which are centered around \( \sim 140 \) Å (Figure 3). In addition, variations of end-to-end distances are much less important when P3HT–PMe\textsubscript{3} is complexed with DNA (see distributions and box plots of end-to-end profiles in Supplementary S4). This means that DNA constricts the polymer...
dynamics to a smaller conformational ensemble, although the polymer is still presenting some dynamical behavior. In the last MD snapshots, shown in Figure 2, we observe that some segments of the coiled polymer conformations (in particular for R1 and R3) do not interact closely all along the DNA axis, leaving a part of the DNA fragment free from polymer interactions. The ‘wrapping’ of the polymer around the DNA is also varying in terms of positioning along the DNA helical axis. The ‘wrapping’ of the polymer around the DNA is leaving a part of the DNA fragment free from polymer interactions. R1 and R3) do not interact closely all along the DNA axis, leaving a part of the DNA fragment free from polymer interactions. The ‘wrapping’ of the polymer around the DNA is also varying in terms of positioning along the DNA helical axis.

The values of plateaus reached in Figure 1 are an indicator of the proximity between the COM of both dsR₃ and P3HT–PMe₃. A higher distance means that the COM of both components are far from each other, as a result of the sliding motion of the polymer along the helical axis of the DNA. Plateaus reported in Figure 1 extend from 2 Å for replica R4 to 13 Å for replica R1, with intermediate values around 6–7 Å for R2 and R3. Both dsR₃/P3HT–PMe₃ COM and P3HT–PMe₃ end-to-end distances permit to classify P3HT–PMe₃ binding modes: off-centered (with respect to the DNA helical axis) and coiled in R1, centered and elongated in R2, centered and coiled in R3, and centered and elongated in R4. Importantly, the different possibilities of ‘wrapping’ the P3HT–PMe₃ around DNA cannot be obviously discriminated with unique energy criteria. The difference between average potential energies, reported in Supplementary S5, are indeed in the order of their corresponding standard deviations. In the next section, we analyze how the monomer units are interacting with the DNA helix throughout the four MD replicas.

2.2. Multiple Adsorption Modes in DNA/Polymer Assemblies

A visual comparison of final MD snapshots in Figure 2 clearly depicts that thiophene units along the polymer backbone are differently accommodated around the DNA helix. To further understand the adsorption modes, non-bonded interactions involving thiophene moieties were detected by considering contacts between sulfur atoms of thiophene units and DNA atoms (called ‘S-DNA’ contacts hereafter). The number of S-DNA contacts are similar for the final MD snapshots of the four replicas (Supplementary S6), regardless of the cut-off distance used to record S-DNA contacts. However, the repartition of S-DNA contacts along the polymer backbone is different (Figure 4). Figure 4 bottom shows the number of S-DNA contacts for the four replicas. The larger domains of close contacts between thiophene units and DNA are mainly related to minor-groove binding domains, as highlighted in pink in Figure 4 top. Major-groove binding of thiophene units is also encountered but related to a smaller number of S-contacts or shorter domains of thiophene units. Besides these groove-binding domains, other segments of P3HT–PMe₃ units are not within grooves (see monomer units in yellow in Figure 4 top), but rather involved in electrostatic interactions between phosphonium groups and DNA phosphodiester groups, as depicted in low resolution, each red particle being a thiophene unit centered on the sulfur atom.

Figure 3. Top: end-to-end distance profiles of DNA-bound (four replicas) and unbound P3HT–PMe₃ (four replicas). Distances were calculated from the centers of mass of terminal monomers of the polymer chain. For R4 replicas, the complete profiles (from 0 to 10 μs) are available in Supplementary S1 in the Supporting Information.
degrees of coiling around the DNA helix axis. However, a common feature to all complexes is that the polymer wraps around the DNA double helix, with coiled sections of various sizes that occur along the minor and major DNA grooves. In the next section, we examine how the dynamics of both DNA and polymer are influenced by the different binding modes.

2.3. Dynamics of DNA and Polymer Within the Complexes

The Root Mean Square Fluctuations (RMSF, see Methods) measuring the local amplitude of the displacements with respect to the average conformation for each partner are shown in Figure 5. These estimates allow us to assess how the polymer binding geometry influences the flexibility of both dsR43 and P3HT–PMe3. The dsR43 RMSF profiles are different for the four MD replicas. The dynamics of dsR43 is locally influenced with portions of rigid nucleotide residues due to local coiling of the polymer. Hence, the RMSF profile of DNA in R1 (Figure 5 top) can be cut in three regions: an unbound segment of dsR43 (residues 1 to 15) that is highly flexible, a second segment (residues 15–35) that is more rigid because of the entanglement of the polymer around DNA, and a third segment (residues 36 to 43), corresponding to intrinsically flexible DNA extremities. In contrast, the dsR43 RMSF profile in R2 shows an important flexibility around residue-20, as the polymer is less accommodated to the DNA helix (see final MD snapshots in Figure 2 and 4). The RMSF profile of dsR43 in R3 shows important oscillations between flexible and rigid residues. RMSF profile of dsR43 in R4 has some similarity with the R2 one (both replicas present elongated polymer conformations), with peaks being encountered in the central region of DNA, i.e., around the residue 25. Nevertheless, the flexibility profiles of bounded dsR43 preserve some similarities with the usual flexibility profile of unbounded DNA. Hence, the maximum flexibility (peaks in Figure 5) is reached for the residues located at the extremities of dsR43 in each replica. These peaks are, however, more intense for R1 and R3 (coiled polymers, lower end-to-end distances) than for R2 and R4 (elongated polymers, higher end-to-end distances). The correlation coefficients between the RMSF profiles of the bound (four replicas) and unbound dsR43 (in Supplementary S7) are always above 0.50, the minimum being 0.58 for the pair of replicas R1 and R3 and the maximum 0.87 for the pair R2 and unbound DNA. The intrinsic flexibility and dynamics of dsR43 is thus partially conserved, even when DNA is trapped by P3HT–PMe3. In contrast, correlation coefficients between the RMSF profiles of DNA-bound (four replicas) and unbound P3HT–PMe3 (Supplementary S8) are weaker, in general below 0.50 and even negative in some cases. We thus conclude that, whereas the dynamics of P3HT–PMe3 is extremely influenced by the type of binding modes around dsR43, the dsR43 flexibility is partially conserved with only local impact compared to pure DNA. The intrinsic flexibility of P3HT–PMe3 is such that it could adopt many types of conformations around a DNA fragment, at

Figure 4. Mapping of thiophene moieties that interact with the DNA double helix on final MD snapshots of dsR43/P3HT–PMe3 complexes (replicas R1, R2, R3 and R4). The DNA fragments are depicted in cartoon representation (backbones in orange; bases in green/blue sticks). The polymer is depicted in low resolution (thiophene units centered on the sulfur atom). Blue particles are related to thiophenes that closely interact with DNA double helix (contacts between sulfur atoms of thiophene units and DNA atoms, S-DNA contacts > 0), yellow particles are related to non-interacting thiophene moieties (no S-DNA contact). The major interacting domains are framed in the S-DNA contacts profiles. Phosphorus atoms of DNA phosphodiesters groups and of polymer phosphonium groups are in orange and black spheres, respectively. Non-interacting thiophene units (yellow) are due to DNA-close phosphonium moieties (P-P contacts in the text).
least for a DNA fragment of a certain length (43 bp in the case of dsR$_{43}$). Such a result is crucial regarding the use of P3HT–PMe$_3$ in a DNA biosensor: in this supramolecular approach, the P3HT–PMe$_3$ binding with DNA does not drastically perturb the intrinsic DNA dynamics. In the next section, we inspect how the plasticity in the binding modes of P3HT–PMe$_3$ impacts the conformational properties of the different P3HT–PMe$_3$ binding modes.

2.4. A Preserved Geometrical Pattern: Syn or Anti Blocks

The coiling of P3HT–PMe$_3$ around the DNA helix obviously influences the dynamics of dihedral angles between thiophene units along the backbone. Previously, we showed that the P3HT–PMe$_3$ binding to DNA induces a rearrangement in the distribution of the dihedral angles between thiophene units, from a slight majority of anti configurations between thiophene units (for the pure polymer) to a majority of syn configurations when it interacts with DNA.[14] The change toward a syn P3HT–PMe$_3$ backbone is also observed in each replica of this study. Interestingly, the ratio of syn- to anti-dihedral angles is very similar between the four replicas (Table 1). The predominance of the anti character for the unbound polymer is also confirmed by additional MD simulations of the P3HT–PMe$_3$ alone on a longer time scale, i.e., three replicas of 2 μs and a fourth replica of 10 μs (Table 1). For the polymer alone, the

repartition of the syn and anti dihedral angles along the MD run time and the sequence is completely random (Supplementary S9). In contrast, the dihedral angles profiles of P3HT–PMe$_3$ when bound to DNA (Figure 6), show distributions of syn/anti dihedral angles that are partitioned in large blocks of syn dihedral angles separated by shorter blocks of anti dihedral angles. Some of the large syn blocks (green) and smaller anti (red) blocks are remarkably preserved on the μs timescale. The most conserved syn domains are gathered in a list, see Supplementary S10. Although the different coiling and positioning of P3HT–PMe$_3$ around dsR$_{43}$ involves distinct P3HT–PMe$_3$ dihedral angle profiles, overall the syn/anti ratio and a blocky repartition of syn or anti angles are clearly a conserved pattern throughout the P3HT–PMe$_3$ binding modes, for the four MD replicas. In the next section, we investigate how the preserved local conformational effects influence the chiroptical properties of P3HT–PMe$_3$.

2.5. Origin of the Induced Chirality

To decipher the origin of the induced CD signals experimentally observed,[2,13] theoretical CD spectra of the polymer conformations (when bound to DNA) were calculated from MD simulations (Supplementary S11, see Methods for computational details). In addition to the handedness of MD snapshots, our simple exciton model permits a spatial mapping along the polymer backbone of the lowest exciton state contributing to CD. In Figure 6 (middle column), we have plotted the location of the first excited state along the polymer backbone (Y-axis, in number of thiophene units) versus MD time (X-axis), using a color code to label the handedness (left or right) of the polymer conformations. On the same figure, we superposed the most conserved syn domains (green bands), i.e., segments of five consecutive dihedral angles (pentad) that have a syn character more than 90% of the MD simulations. The P3HT–PMe$_3$ binding modes observed in the four replicas lead to different situations not only in terms of left- vs. right-handed arrangements, but also in terms of location of excited states along the polymer backbone. For replica R1, the handedness of the polymer is intermediate with around half of the conformations being left-handed. An alternating left-right-handedness character is observed. The first part of the MD (0 to 1.0 μs) exhibits a right-handed character of the polymer. The position of the lowest excited state along the polymer backbone is definitely not well defined in this part of the MD, in agreement with oscillations in the distance between the DNA and the polymer (Figure 1) and important time- and sequence-alternation between syn/anti

Table 1. Percentage of syn dihedral angles along P3HT–PMe$_3$ backbone for the four replicas MD simulations of the complex (DNA/polymer) and for the polymer alone.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>R1</th>
<th>R2</th>
<th>R3</th>
<th>R4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>syn to anti proportion (dsR$_{43}$/P3HT–PMe$_3$)</td>
<td>61.4</td>
<td>63.2</td>
<td>70.0</td>
<td>64.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>syn to anti proportion (P3HT–PMe$_3$ alone)</td>
<td>43.6</td>
<td>43.7</td>
<td>43.7</td>
<td>43.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. Top: Root Mean Square Fluctuations (RMSF) of dsR$_{43}$ for replicas R1, R2, R3 and R4, as a function of the residue number. Bottom: RMSF of P3HT–PMe$_3$ for replicas R1, R2, R3 and R4. Only heavy atoms were considered for RMSF calculations.
Figure 6. Position of syn/anti dihedral angles along the polymer backbone versus time (left column) and the respective location of the first excited state in our simplified excitonic model (middle column). Regions of most conserved syn domain are represented in green (see Supplementary S10). Right: final MD snapshots of the dsR43/P3HT–PMMe3 complexes for the four replicas with expanded portion showing the pentad domain. Only the backbone atoms of the P3HT–PMMe3 are represented. Sulfur atoms are represented with yellow/blue spheres to label groove-bound thiophene units (blue) and non-adsorbed thiophene units (yellow).
The presence of highly conserved syn domains is suggested (see highlight in green on R1 in Figure 6). During the last part of R1 MD (1.5 to 2.0 µs), the right-handed character of the polymer is again more pronounced with a scattered location of the first excited state. Both replicas R2 and R3 exhibit a left-handed character (around 3,800 conformations over a total of 4,000 conformations are left-handed) along most of the MD simulation. For R2, the location of the first excited state is alternating between various positions of the polymer backbone during the first part of the MD simulations (from 0 to 1.0 µs), in parallel with important variations of both DNA/polymer distance and end-to-end distance (Figure 1). A highly conserved syn pentad is detected in the section 17–21 (in #thiophene units) along the polymer backbone (see Figure 6, structure on the right), related to the location of the first excited state in the second part of the MD (1–2 µs). The second most conserved syn domain is located on the section 34–38 (see Supplementary S10), covering also the location of the first excitation. In replica R3, very well-defined and conserved syn domains are detected in the sections 2–6 and 18–22 of the polymer, the first excitation state being located in these central and larger syn domains which show a left-handed character. Replica R3 presents the fastest conformational stabilization of the complex, DNA/polymer end-to-end polymer distances (Figure 3) converging after few hundred nanoseconds. Both R2 and R3 highlight a clear correlation between left-handedness of the polymer CD signal and a local conformational effect, i.e., the presence of highly conserved syn clusters along the P3HT–PMe₃ backbone. For R4, the situation is different with only 147 out of 20,000 conformations that were left-handed. In this replica, we did not detect highly conserved syn clusters. The correlation between excitonic states position and handedness is therefore less evident if the polymer conformations are right-handed. Coming back to the calculated CD spectra in Supplementary S11, simulations R1, R2, and R3 show an averaged (−/+/+) Cotton effect (i.e., left-handed), in agreement with the sign of the experimental CD signals (Supplementary S12). This signature is related to left-handed syn segments of the polymer where the lowest exciton state is localized, as depicted in Figure 6. In contrast, a (+/-/-) signal is averaged for R4 simulations, for which we did not observe highly conserved syn clusters. It is worth stressing that left-handed character of the polymer is related to a bathochromic displacement (red-shift) of the lowest electronic transitions in our calculations, versus a blue-shift effect for right-handed helices. Consequently, left-handed conformations of the polymer should dominate the CD spectra at low energy. The energetics of the first exciton state that contributes to the low-energy part of the CD spectra thus reflects local geometrical conformational effects (a large proportion of syn domains) and the left-handedness of the P3HT–PMe₃ conformations. The MD simulations thus shed light on the origin of the left-handed CD signals when the polymer interacts with DNA. The (−/+/+) signature observed in the experimental induced CD signals (Supplementary S12) is therefore related to the prevalence of left-handed conformations of the polymer dominating the CD spectra at low energy.

2.6. Macromolecular Shapes of the Polymer Chain in the Complex

The different partitioning in blocks of P3HT–PMe₃ syn/anti dihedral angles reflects various polymer macromolecular shapes. We used the continuous symmetry measure to explore the details of these shapes. For this purpose, a 47-bead model was applied to represent the 5 atoms along the polymer backbone, meaning that we measured the symmetry of the polymer shape in this section. The 47-bead model was then divided by a running ruler approach into segments of 5 beads. S(C₃) with the identity permutation was used to measure the deviation from linearity of each segment (see Methods for computational details).

For example, the shapes of two 5-beads segments with respect to their nearest linear structures for small and high CSM values are reported in Supplementary S13. To follow the dynamics of polymer shapes, we draw a heat map of S(C₃) of the 5-beads segments as a function of time, where the CSM is represented by a color scale (Figure 7) allowing the localization of elongated (low CSM) and twisted (high CSM) polymer segments.

A striking characteristic of these maps is the horizontal stripes of similar colors (similar CSM values). That is, while the...
process is dynamical, the structural nature of most of the segments does not change as a function of time, particularly for R3 and R4. On the maps shown in Figure 7, we can observe that twisted fragments (large and conserved green to red stripes) are encountered for replica R1 and R3. Such stripes correspond to regions of syn dihedral angles detected in the previous sections (see Figure 6 left and center columns). Therefore, the presence of syn dihedral angles is related to the most important breaking of local $C_2$-symmetry (according to the identity permutation), i.e., the most bent regions of the polymer, that influences the global shape of the entire polymer.

A similar CSM analysis was performed on the whole polymer bead-model of each replica. Supplementary S14 exemplifies the shape of the polymer with respect to its nearest symmetric structure for two cases: a highly twisted structure with high CSM value and a relatively elongated structure with low CSM value. As can be seen from Figure 8, the shape of the polymer for all four replicas fluctuates in time, with R2 and R4 being more linear (smaller $S(C_2)$ values) as compared with R1 and R3. Such a result can be related to the P3HT--PMe$_3$ end-to-end distance (Figure 3), varying from ~60–70 Å for replicas R1 and R3 (highly coiled polymers) to ~100 Å for replicas R2 and R4 (extended polymers). However, the end-to-end distances rely only on two points in space whereas the CSM is a global parameter of the whole geometry. The CSM analysis adds a description of the polymer shape fluctuation in the 4 replicas. In this way, R1 and R3 (coiled polymers, lower end-to-end distances) are also related to binding modes in which more intense peaks in RMSF profiles are encountered (Figure 5) in comparisons to R2 and R4 (elongated polymers, higher end-to-end distances). Supplementary S15 shows box plots of the distributions of $S(C_2)$ with the identity permutation as well as the full distributions. It can be seen that the shape of replicas R3 and R4 are relatively confined around their median CSM values while replicas R1 and especially R2 spread over a larger range of CSM values. In other words, the shape of the R2 replica changes considerably along the MD simulation while in replica R4 it is more conserved, showing a wider range of polymer binding modes.

3. Conclusions

In this study, we show that the supramolecular self-assembly between a cationic polythiophene and double-stranded DNA oligonucleotide is mainly driven by electrostatic interactions, while van der Waals interactions play an important role by optimizing the position of thiophene units in the DNA grooves. The polymer can approach DNA in several ways, leading to a multiplicity of wrapping modes around DNA. These modes are distinguished by a sliding motion as well as different levels of coiling along the DNA helix axis. Importantly, the binding modes impact differently the dynamics of both DNA and polymer partners. The polymer can adopt many types of conformations, thanks to its intrinsic flexibility compared to DNA, whereas, the DNA backbone is more conserved. Due to the different wrapping modes of P3HT–PMe$_3$ around dsR$_{43}$, distinct P3HT–PMe$_3$ dihedral angle profiles were observed. A common feature of these profiles is apparent: a blocky repartition of syn or anti angles persists after the binding of P3HT–PMe$_3$. Such a preserved geometrical pattern of syn or anti blocks allow us to better understand the chiroptical properties of the complexes, in particular the induced CD signals in the spectral region of the polymer. The low-energy part of the CD spectra is correlated to a local geometrical effect on dihedral angles backbone (a large proportion of conserved syn domains) and the unexpected left-handedness of the polymer backbone. In addition, we used the continuous symmetry measures (CSM) to study the various shapes of the polymer fragments along the polymer conformations, i.e., by partitioning the polymer with 5-beads fragments at a coarse-grained resolution. We detected that the most twisted segments break the local $C_2$-symmetry and create bent regions that match the regions of large and conserved syn dihedral angles. These are responsible for the low-energy part of the CD spectra. The consequences of local $C_2$-symmetry breaking or, in other words, local deviation from linearity, are important regarding the overall level of elongation of the polymer’s shape, as diverse levels of elongation are observed according to the binding modes. Altogether, this theoretical study points out the hierarchical aspect of the process where chiral organization of the achiral polymer is induced by DNA binding, and highlights the relationship with CD signals. In the future, our multiscale strategy could be applied to various environmental conditions (e.g., solvent, counter-ion type and salt concentrations) to understand how such parameters influence the recognition modes between DNA and achiral polymers and the chiral properties of such self-assemblies. For instance, DNA can form condensed phases at high salt concentration, a state that would impact the self-assembly between DNA and cationic polymers in comparisons to low ionic strength in dilute solutions. In addition, our approach could be extended to other supramolecular systems.

Figure 8. Deviation from linearity of the four replicas as a function of time as estimated by $S(C_2)$ with the identity permutation. Black: R1. Red: R2. Green: R3. Blue: R4 (inset).
Methods Section

Molecular Dynamics Protocol

Four replicas of the same MD simulation were performed to investigate the possible various binding modes of the polymer around dsDNA. The starting conformations of P3HT–PMe₃ were built within the LEaP program, the molecular builder module of AMBER16. The starting B-DNA conformations were built within the NAB (Nucleic Acid Builder) AmberTools16 module. P3HT–PMe₃ was oriented perpendicular to the DNA axis, to avoid any bias of the polymer pre-orientation polymer with DNA. The starting inter-distance between the DNA and P3HT–PMe₃ was superior to 15 Å to prevent any bias of the DNA/CPT recognition mode due to initial intermolecular interactions before the MD simulations. All simulations were achieved with the GPU version of AMBER16 package. The parmbsc1 force field (FF) was used to consider DNA dynamics, and GAFF 2.1 FF was employed for the polymer. A re-parametrization of the bithiophene torsion potential estimated at the MP2/cc-pvdz level and charge calculations were performed in a previous work. A total number of 37 Na⁺ counter ions were added to neutralize the net charge of the molecular systems, i.e., 84–47 = 37 ions with 47 positive charges from P3HT–PMe₃ and 84 negative charges from the DNA, that is composed of 84 phosphate groups, dangling phosphate for 5‘ terminal residues being not considered in the AMBER model of DNA. Although environment conditions such as the type of counter-ion or salt concentration can strongly influence DNA dynamics, as well as the recognition modes between DNA and P3HT–PMe₃, the MD simulations were performed in an implicit solvent using the Generalized Born solvation model in order to conduct a relevant conformational sampling on the microsecond regime as well as to consider several replicas with reasonable computational resources. A MD protocol in three steps (minimization-heating/equilibration-production) was applied. A first minimization was performed to relax the ionic atmosphere of the molecular systems. For this, a steepest descent minimization of 1,000 steps was carried out with harmonic positional constraints applied to the DNA and the polymer with a force constant of 25 kcal mol⁻¹ Å⁻², followed by a conjugate gradient minimization in 9,000 steps. A second 10,000 steps minimization stage, still subdivided in 1,000 steepest descent steps followed by 9,000 conjugate gradient steps, was carried out without any restraints on the molecular system to relax the entire molecular system. The heating-equilibration stage was then performed for 2 ns in the NVT ensemble. A 2 fs time step was used as the SHAKE algorithm constrained the length of covalent bonds that involved hydrogen atoms. Harmonic positional constraints were applied to DNA and P3HT–PMe₃ with a force constant of 10.0 kcal mol⁻¹ Å⁻² to avoid any deformation of DNA or P3HT–PMe₃ due to the heating process. First, the system was heated from 0 to 300 K over 1 ns. The temperature was then maintained for another 1 ns with the Langevin thermostat and a collision frequency of 1.0 ps⁻¹. Finally, the MD production stage was performed for a simulation time of 2.0 μs for each replica R1, R2 and R3. A longer MD production, i.e., 10 μs, was considered for replica R4. During the production stage, a 2 fs time step was also employed as well as the Langevin thermostat with a 1.0 ps⁻¹ collision frequency.

Analysis of MD Production Phase

MD snapshots were recorded each 0.5 ns, resulting in a 4,000 frames trajectory at the end of the production MD (20,000 frames for replica R4). Extraction of MD snapshots and trajectory analyses were done with the CPPTRAJ AmberTool16 module. Root-Mean-Square Deviations (RMSDs) were calculated in reference to the heavy atoms, with omissions of hydrogen atoms. RMSFs of a residue is calculated from the average displacement of the set of heavy atoms of each residue, giving a measure of the flexibility along the sequence [Eq. (1)]:

$$\text{RMSF} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{T} \sum_{t=1}^{T} (x_i(t) - \langle x_i \rangle)^2}$$

where T is the duration of the simulation (number of steps), x_i(t) denotes the position (coordinates) of atom i at time t and <x_i> is the averaged position of atom i. For rendering of MD snapshots, we used PyMOL 2.2.0. In-house R scripts were used for profiles of dihedral angle between thiophene moieties and for statistical analyses of the MD trajectories.

CD Spectra Calculations

To gain insight into the origin for the chiral response of P3HT–PMe₃ interacting with DNA, we solved a simple Frenkel exciton model including both through-space and through-bond interactions between the thiophene monomer units of P3HT–PMe₃. CD spectra were then simulated on the basis of the calculated rotational strengths from the ground state to the excitonic state manifold. Results of the model have been validated against semi-empirical quantum-chemical excited-state calculations performed on selected frames, as detailed in a previous study.

Continuous Symmetry Measures

The input for a CSM calculation is the original structure and the desired point group G. The algorithm is based on searching for all the structures with the same set of atoms and connectivity that belong to G, and calculating the distance of these structures to the original molecule. The structure that gives the minimum distance is used as the reference structure with respect to which the measure is calculated. Mathematically, the distance between the two structures is defined by Equation (2):

$$S(G) = 100 \cdot \frac{\text{min} \sum_{k=1}^{n} |Q_v - P_v|^2}{\sum_{k=1}^{n} |Q_v - Q_0|^2}$$

where Q is the original structure with N atoms and coordinates \(Q_v\), \(k = 1, ..., N\), \(P_v\) is the coordinate vector of the geometric center of mass of the original structure \(Q\), \(P\) is a symmetric structure with coordinates \(P_v, k = 1, ..., N\) that belongs to G and maintains the same number of vertices and connectivity as Q. As defined in Eq. (2), P is chosen such that it minimizes the sum of the square distances between the vertices of Q and the vertices of P. The CSM is independent of the position, orientation, and size of the original structure. S(G) obtains the value of 0 when the original structure belongs to the G point group, and the maximum value of 100 when P reduces to the center of mass, Q. The CSM becomes a continuous measure of linearity by setting G = C_n with n ≥ 2 and using the identity permutation in which each atom is permuted with itself. The code that was implemented in this study can be accessed online at http://csm.ouproj.org.il/.
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